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In a letter written to Alexander Woollcott, Edna
Ferber—the author of the novel Show Boat on which
the musical was based—described seeing the 1932
revival on Broadway. There was standing room only in
a theater with no place to stand, and she arrived late:
I went in, leaned against the door and looked
at the audience and the stage at the very
moment when Paul Robeson came on to
sing ‘Ol’ Man River.’ In all my years of going
to the theater…I have never seen an ovation
like that given to any figure of the stage, the
concert hall, or the opera. It was completely
spontaneous, whole-hearted, and thrilling….
That audience stood up and howled. They
applauded and shouted and stamped. Since
then I have seen it exceeded but once, and
that was when Robeson, a few minutes later,
finished singing ‘Ol’ Man River.’ The show
stopped. He sang it again. The show stopped.
They called him back again and again. Other
actors came out and made motions and their
lips moved, but the bravos of the audience
drowned all other sounds.
That kind of collective audience experience,
unique to live theater, is one of the things Marshall
Brickman and Tom Stoppard talk about in this
issue. We are also pleased to be publishing some
of Brickman’s New Yorker pieces and the acceptance
speech he gave when presented with the Ian McLellan
Hunter Award for Lifetime Achievement in Writing,
as well as excerpts from Stoppard’s play Coast of Utopia.
The Back Page features A Note On the Type by Patricia
Marx from her book Him Her Him Again The End of
Him, which was published this year in hardcover by
Scribner and will be out in paperback in January 2008.
— Arlene Hellerman

Front cover illustration by Herb Gardner

Marshall Brickman
Tom Stoppard

AND

new york city – january 15, 2007

STOPPARD: It just occurred to me that because

of Jersey Boys, we’re both now qualified to say
something about writing for theater and writing
for film. That would be a fresh question, wouldn’t
it? But you’ve never had it because you’ve never
written for theater, you said.

deal with what the framers presumed was going
to be an informed electorate, which we don’t have
any longer in this country because of media. Your
play made me think that it’s sort of stunning that
a group of people—even though it took 70 years
to happen—actually had the arrogance and
confidence to start thinking about these things.

BRICKMAN: Well, I did contribute a joke to David

Merrick for 42nd Street.
STOPPARD: Did it get a laugh?
BRICKMAN: I don’t know. It was kind of at the end

of his effectiveness as a producer. But that’s the
extent of my writing for theater, except for college
where I contributed a lot of anti-Vietnam War
skits to the campus socialist club. So I feel totally
trumped and outclassed in this conversation.

STOPPARD: I think there were fewer pieces to play

with in those days. And there were certain kinds
of people, like the people the play is mostly about,
who clearly felt it ought to be within one’s mental
grasp to redesign a country so that it worked. As
it happens, there’s a scene in the play you haven’t
seen—
ON WRITING: —The third in the trilogy, Salvage.
STOPPARD: —Which I thought needed more

STOPPARD: The boot is on the other foot as well,

because you’ve written original movie scripts and I
never have. I’ve only adapted other people’s work.
So we’re not actually that good a fit, you know. Or
perhaps we are, because we haven’t done the same
thing as each other.
BRICKMAN: I have to get this out of the way, I saw

the first part of The Coast of Utopia trilogy when it
opened and I saw the second one last night—
ON WRITING: —Voyage and Shipwreck.
BRICKMAN: —And I thought, how is it possible to

do that? It was an amazing achievement.
STOPPARD: Thank you.

substance to it. For the last few days I’ve been
messing about with it. And before I went to bed
last night, I was trying to deal with this very thing
that you’re talking about. Herzen—I don’t know
if he’ll ever get to say it onstage because until I
wake up in a couple of days and look at it again
I won’t know whether I really think it’s of any
use—but he’s complaining to Bakunin and he
says, Western civilization actually managed
Michelangelo, Newton, Galileo, Shakespeare,
it managed to drive ships across the oceans by
steam, and somehow we haven’t had the wit to
arrange ourselves so that nobody’s hungry or
afraid. It doesn’t seem that it ought to be that
difficult, as long as—and this is the essential
thing really—as long as you believe that left to
themselves people are essentially good rather
than bad. But it’s a hard thing to keep faith in.

BRICKMAN: It has everything, this play. I do have

one thing, if I may—
STOPPARD: Yes, anything.
BRICKMAN: It occurred to me that the idea of

a bunch of aristocratic intellectuals trying to
reinvent a country and drag it into the 19th century
is exactly what America needs right now: a major
rethinking of the Constitution to incorporate and

ON WRITING: I read Salvage, and in it, Herzen—

who it seems did believe that people were basically
good—gets into the question of, once the revolution happens, who’s going to run the show and if
the proletariat is, in fact, capable.
STOPPARD: I’d better emphasize that a lot of great

stuff is not me at all. Herzen had, even in translation, a wonderful free-flowing grasp of things, and
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a style. And he wrote this striking thing, which
I just plopped straight into one of his speeches.
He says that the masses want a government to
govern for them, not against them. The idea of
governing themselves doesn’t enter their heads.
He says that they love authority, they’re suspicious
of talent. We all recognize some truth in this. But
the question is, is that their human nature or is it
that they’ve been tainted, contaminated by the way
society developed?
BRICKMAN: From what I can see from the

two plays, you’ve been very careful about not
proselytizing at all on this very issue.
STOPPARD: Because I don’t know the answer.
BRICKMAN: If I were to wake you up at three

o’clock in the morning and asked whether you felt
that wisdom does reside in the unconsciousness of
the people, what do you think you would say?

get the electric guitar, and sound systems loud
enough to knock out your immune system—and
television. And all of those things are of course
anathema to the aspiration of art, which is to
realize the full potential of what it is to be a
human being.
STOPPARD: Interesting, yes.
BRICKMAN: Of course the real culprit might in fact

be agriculture. Because the only truly balanced
societies that exhibit everything you’re describing
are the primitive societies that work in concert
with their environment. And the minute you get
a concentration of people—too many people in
too small a space, or whatever it is—you get a
disparity of wealth and opportunity, followed by a
slave culture or capitalism, followed by imperialism,
exploitation and abuse of the environment and
culminating in the sitcom and George W. Bush.
ON WRITING: But then there’s also the question

STOPPARD: It’s interesting, it’s not only wisdom,

it’s also love. And this is what I find completely
fascinating, that in very small, intimate groups—
the family being a good example—we’re perfectly
at home with the idea that life is a little contest
of generosity: here’s the turkey, or whatever,
there’s one slice left. You have it. When it’s family,
there’s nothing odd about people being good to
each other. And then you get the sort of extended
family, and then you might have neighbors, and
then you might have a hamlet, then you might
have…. At a certain point it all goes wrong. At a
certain point, some corruption enters in and greed
and fear come into the equation. And from then
on, you’re fucked. From then on you have war
between nations. In other words, rather in the way
that physicists can never figure out where microphysics has its frontier with macrophysics, where
the behavior of particles becomes the behavior
of grains of sand, there seems to be no frontier
between the area where people really are good and
the area where they behave badly.
BRICKMAN: I am now convinced that the great

enemy is electricity, because from electricity you
 | on writing

—which Herzen talks about in Shipwreck and
comes up again in your new play Rock ‘n’ Roll—
of whether people will act or vote in their own
self-interest, regardless of whether or not they
have good intentions. In Shipwreck, it comes up
after the French Revolution and in Rock ‘n’ Roll,
it’s a matter of working-class people voting for
Margaret Thatcher.
BRICKMAN: I think what Tom said before about

the quote from Herzen, where he says that the
people, whoever they/it may be, want government
to govern for them not against them, but the
notion of them governing themselves—
STOPPARD: —Never enters their heads, he says.
BRICKMAN: Never enters their heads. I think that’s

a characterization of an adolescent point of view
about one’s position in society at large: you want a
parent, or at least an authority figure, to tell you
what to do and what the parameters are and so on,
and you don’t imagine yourself taking on that
responsibility. And I think the reason the red
states vote the way they do, against their own self-

interest as many have suggested, is maybe there’s
a higher self-interest—if that’s the term I want—
operating, which is the abdication of responsibility.
I’ve always thought that Americans—unlike, say,
Europeans—don’t live comfortably in the gray area.
Americans like simplistic, almost mathematical
solutions. That’s why we like polls so much: 73
percent of people with red hair who were born in
August brush their teeth left to right and vote
conservative, or some such. Black and white. This
is right and this is wrong, this is good and this is
bad. Ambivalence is uncomfortable.

just wondering if you’ve seen any kind of related
change in American theater.

piece and so on. And there was an implication, the
premise of which was a kind of categorization, a
kind of hierarchy of worth between entertainment
and instruction, I suppose. I got into a spin about
it because I so deeply disagreed with the premise.
My personal experience of Jersey Boys reconfirmed
to me what I’ve always felt, that categorization
completely misses the point of theater. While
I’ve been in New York I haven’t seen very much,
I haven’t had the opportunity, but I went to see
Vertical Hour, which is well-written, intelligent
conversation for good actors about something
important happening right now. And it was the
most extraordinarily wonderful thing to be among
what, 900 people, who were completely agog to be
part of this conversation—the silent part, but they
were part of it. It was fantastically affirming for the
world I work in that they were completely part of
the argument. And when I went to see Jersey Boys,
there were a different 900 people who in a weird
way were in exactly the same state of mind. They
were absolutely part of that narrative. Theater is
entirely about being done well, quite well, very
well or not well at all. What the piece is, is such a
secondary matter for me. I’ve seen two musicals
while I’ve been here, Mary Poppins was the other
one because friends were involved in that as well.
To be honest I wasn’t that interested in Mary’s
adventures and the family, it didn’t mean that
much to me. But I sat there with my mouth open
at the sheer brilliance of the event, just the display
of precise expertise. So I left the talk piece and the
music pieces on a similar plane of satisfaction,
and I had a moment of sentimentality about New
York theater, that it delivers this standard, and that
it’s not at all about some kind of hierarchy between
entertainment and instruction.

STOPPARD: I am currently slightly in love with

BRICKMAN: There’s an Indian word that describes

Broadway and American theater, which is not
always my state of mind.

the mystical experience of being in a crowd. And
the thing that took me by surprise about Jersey
Boys was watching people in the audience relate
to each other through the medium of what was
happening on stage—it seemed to be, for them,
an intensely socializing experience. I’m not the
first person to say this, but the crucial thing seems
to be that the theater event is happening in real

STOPPARD: I felt this years ago when I came here

and saw Walk–Don’t Walk. I always thought
there was some kind of internal contradiction
about America when I discovered it personally.
Because the bottom layer was that the people were
only here at all because they had some gumption.
They were pioneering people. I know many of
them were fleeing from something, but even in
that context you felt Americans were get-up-andgo people in some way. And when you came here,
they were in some ways very, very conforming. It’s
less true than it was, but I remember we would
stand on the corner and it would say Don’t Walk,
and you could see a quarter of a mile in both directions, nothing was coming either way. And people
would wait for the sign to change. I was always
surprised trying to put this together with what my
own European view of Americans were, that they
were people who walked when it said don’t. And
nowadays, they are.
ON WRITING: At least they are in New York. I’m

BRICKMAN: How come?
STOPPARD: Partly through you, actually. I had

this reaction the other day—because Utopia is
categorized as being so “intellectual” for a theater
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time, in the moment, with real people, which gives
it an impact and an immediacy that’s impossible
to achieve in film. Film has already happened.
People don’t stand up and cheer in the middle or
at the end of a film. Well, rarely anyhow. And very
rarely do you hear the same sound from a film
audience that you have in a live theater when the
thing works. And it is that highly socializing event,
I think, that speaks to some atavistic need, perhaps
hard-wired into the brain, because—now this is
going to start to sound like a seminar—that is the
origin: it’s ritual, it’s religious.
ON WRITING: Theater’s origin?

STOPPARD: Really?
BRICKMAN: Well, anyhow, much less than you’d

think. And you came over to England when you
were, what, six or seven, something like that?
STOPPARD: Eight.
BRICKMAN: And I had read somewhere that people

who as young children were bilingual, first of all
become infatuated with language in a way that
perhaps other people aren’t. And the second thing
was that those people who as children were bilingual found it easier to get on in the world. And I
wonder if any of this resonates with you at all.

BRICKMAN: Yeah. The Dionysian rebels,

Aeschylus, that whole crowd. And that’s the
interesting thing for me. The theme of Jersey Boys
and the story couldn’t be further from my own
experience as a Jewish kid from Brooklyn—a Red
Diaper baby listening to Pete Seeger, The Weavers
and Woody Guthrie, and not to The Four Seasons.
But the Seasons’ music, and their story, turns out
to be universal—a kind of folk music, really. Bob
Gaudio’s genius was to be able to retain a kind
of simplicity but also be musically and rhythmically surprising and exciting. And what happens
is, it’s an intensely socializing experience for the
audience. People walk out of the theater talking to
people they didn’t know three hours ago.

STOPPARD: Well, it doesn’t apply to me unless the

process begins very, very early. Because although I
came to England when I was eight, I was educated
in English. I spoke Czech with my parents probably
until I was four. We went to Singapore at the time
of Pearl Harbor, and I guess we all spoke Czech.
But we got to India—this is a gang of Czechs and
their kids—and we all went to this convent in a hill
station in India, which meant that I was educated
in English from that point on, from the age of five,
six. I was boarding at that age, too.
BRICKMAN: And do you still speak Czech?
STOPPARD: Unfortunately I don’t because when

ON WRITING: I just want to say that Bob Gaudio

was the Four Seasons member who wrote much of
their music.
BRICKMAN: I had a question that occurred to me

as I was walking down here that I would like to ask
you, Tom. I was born in Brazil, and I stayed in Brazil
until I was about 3 ½ years old. And my mother
told me that I had about 300 words of Portuguese,
which is certainly enough to communicate anything
you need. I think someone did a study of the vocabulary of a typical anchor newsman in America and
it was 5,000 words, maybe.
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my father died—he was killed in the War—my
mother married a Major Stoppard in the British
Army, and he brought us to England. And my
mother’s temperament was such that essentially
we drew a line and carried on. By the time I got to
England, I probably hadn’t spoken any Czech for
the two or three years in India.
BRICKMAN: And not in the house either?

STOPPARD: My mother had Czech friends, but

my stepfather was, it’s interesting, in some sense
a difficult man. He wasn’t the kind of man who
would say, “Oh come on, speak Czech, I don’t
mind.” He’d feel put out as if a foreign language
somehow isolated him if it was the second
language in the house, maybe that was it. We
were at boarding school in England. We were
turned into little English schoolboys and it was
good-bye Czechoslovakia. I didn’t even know I
was Jewish until much, much later.

BRICKMAN: He fell in love.
STOPPARD: He fell in love with her. God, after all

these years, the answer.
ON WRITING: There was overt anti-Semitism in

this country, even in the ’50s and ’60s. Marshall,
did you experience a sense of being part of a
minority when you were growing up in New York?
BRICKMAN: I was a member of many minorities,

including being Jewish and the son of Communists.
ON WRITING: You’re Jewish?
ON WRITING: Oh, your parents were Communists?
STOPPARD: Yeah. My mother got the idea that

my brother Peter and I would be disadvantaged in
England by a kind of residual anti-Semitism, and
I assume she meant at school. I honestly think
she was wrong because there were Jewish boys
at school and I was never aware of anything like
that from my side of things. Although of course
there was an endemic unthoughtful, mindless
inheritance of anti-Semitic culture which, before
the War, was respectable culture. It was the culture
of the newspapers.

BRICKMAN: They were what was called “fellow

travelers,” not card-carrying members, but almost.
STOPPARD: What decade are we talking about with

your parents?
BRICKMAN: ’50s.
ON WRITING: During the blacklist years.
STOPPARD: Oh, that was a scary time to be a fellow

BRICKMAN: Well, even during the War in some

traveler.

quarters in England.
BRICKMAN: Oh yeah, our dinners would be
STOPPARD: My stepfather was—I’m not going to

get into this, it’s not what we’re here for, I don’t
think. But he was an absolutely extraordinary
contradiction, because he was definitely antiSemitic in the sense that he didn’t like Jews,
blacks, Irish, working class. I mean, he was a
case. And he married a Jewess with two children. I
never, ever understood it when I thought about it.

interrupted by two gentlemen in the traditional
trench coats and snap-brim hats—the whole
uniform—who’d come to the house and ring the
bell, and my father would throw his napkin down
on the table and talk to them in low tones. And,
I am not making this up, there were times when
I was both fearful and hopeful that the FBI would
come and take away my father.
STOPPARD: No wonder you turned out to be a

humorist.
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BRICKMAN: Well, that was the best way to deal with

my father.

of course there’s the infantile delight in the
wordplay and the way it looks on the page and
all that.

ON WRITING: Marshall, you started out as a

writer—the head writer—for Johnny Carson on
The Tonight Show when it was still in New York.
When was the transition from writing for Johnny
Carson to writing screenplays?

ON WRITING: Those pieces are not just prose,

BRICKMAN: While I was working on The Tonight

STOPPARD: They are quite like that, you know.

Show, I was kind of moonlighting with Woody
Allen on material for his stand-up act and also
for an obsolete TV phenomenon known as the
“special,” an hour-long one-off, usually featuring
some personality—in this case, Woody—with
guests and some singing group, a tap dance act,
whatever. On one special I recall Woody convinced
the Reverend Billy Graham to be the guest and
Woody interviewed him, and his first question was,
“What’s your favorite sandwich?” This is why I
love Woody.

You’d never mistake Perelman for Brickman or
the other way around, but I know what you mean.

they’re not just succinctly getting from one place
to the other. It’s like they’re constructed. They
almost remind me of S.J. Perelman’s work.

BRICKMAN: If you’re lucky enough to get the right

premise, then it really helps and you don’t have to
force it. But it does take a bit of time to get it right.
I am still in awe of Benchley and Perelman and
Russell Baker, when he was doing it for the Times,
and Dave Barry, who can be as hilarious as the best
of them—anyone who has to deliver humor pieces
on a schedule and keep up the quality. I could
never do that.

STOPPARD: Before I consciously registered I’d

seen movies that you’d written, I was reading
The New Yorker one day years ago in England
and I read this piece that I tore out of the
magazine—I read it twice and I thought, I’m
not quite finished with it. I kept it for years. I
was enraptured by this piece.

STOPPARD: I was going to ask you, is that Jewish

humor, and if so, why is it?
BRICKMAN: Well, the Jews have always had

ON WRITING: Which piece was it?

something amusing to say while they were getting
the shit kicked out of them. But seriously, since
we’re talking about humor, yes, I suppose there’s
a rhythm and an attitude, don’t you think?

STOPPARD: Well, when I knew we’d be meeting

STOPPARD: I do, and yet it seems strange to

to talk, I made arrangements to get Marshall’s New
Yorker pieces dug out of the mines so I could read
the ones I hadn’t read. But when I read them all,
I couldn’t remember which was the one I read in
England because I just liked them all. I think it
could have been A Short History of Deedle.

me that there’d be so much of the human race
in how many languages which by implication,
wouldn’t be able to write that piece. Or if they
wrote it, it wouldn’t come out with that feeling.

BRICKMAN: What’s nice is that, with that

STOPPARD: That’s a really interesting thing to say.

medium—they call them “casuals” at the
magazine, although the work that goes
into them is anything but casual—you have
complete control. You don’t need an actor, a
director or an ambassador to interpret your
work. It’s just you and the reader. And then

It’s never, ever occurred to me.
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BRICKMAN: But humor is always ethnic, isn’t it?

BRICKMAN: I think it is, and that’s why sometimes

I’ll see television humor—which has been leached
of all of its ethnicity in order to presumably appeal
to a broader audience—and then you lose every-

thing. I think it was F. Scott Fitzgerald who said,
if you go for the universal, you get nothing, go
for the specific and if you’re lucky you get the
universal.
STOPPARD: Here’s something of anthropological

interest, maybe. In Shipwreck, Herzen is talking
about his name being German and he says, “Being
half Russian and half German, at heart I’m Polish,
of course.” And in New York—
BRICKMAN: —Big laugh last night.
STOPPARD: —That is a big laugh. In London it’s

not anything like that, it’s just nothing.
BRICKMAN: Why?
STOPPARD: Because in London they understand

my joke, as it were, from the outside. But in New
York it seems to be a joke about almost a third of
the audience.
BRICKMAN: Yes.
STOPPARD: Or somebody they know.
BRICKMAN: But it presupposes some bit of

historical knowledge that Poland has always been
crushed between Germany and Russia.
STOPPARD: That’s what they laugh at in London.

But in New York it’s like a personal moment.
ON WRITING: I want to move on and ask about the

relationship between the writer and the director in
theater. I realize it’s always a collaboration, but in
theater, is the collaboration for the writer’s vision
or is it for the collaborative effort?
BRICKMAN: I think it’s different depending on the

personnel. Tom can probably speak to this more
specifically, but my guess is that control defaults
to the dominant creative personality on a project.
Certainly in film that’s true.

BRICKMAN: Yes and no. It could be the writer or

the producer. Or even a star who can distort the
script to skew away from the writer’s intention, or
the director’s. George Kaufman said, when they
asked him what makes a good director, “If I have
a good script I’m a good director, if I have a lousy
script I’m not such a good director.” It’s sort of an
unanswerable question, really.
STOPPARD: It sounds as though there ought

to be a general answer to it, but in fact, writers
differ from each other quite a lot, and so do
directors. And you have to split the question up
in just so many different ways and so many
different dimensions. For example, the revival
of a classic is a very different situation from the
first production of a new play. But personally, I
entered the theater thinking that theater was the
expression of the text. And that’s remained largely
true. But it’s quite a pragmatic art form. For one
thing, writers have the illusion that the typewriter
keyboard offers the notation to comprehensively
describe the event which the writer thinks he’s
describing. Now you get into rehearsal and you
invariably discover that in many unexpected places
there’s more than one way of reading that scene.
It’s not as clear as you thought. A lot of the time
you’re informing the director and the actors of
what you actually meant, and from that it very often
follows that’s what they thereupon try to do. But
now and again, not that infrequently, what directors
and actors thought you meant is quite interesting.
Or, if not quite interesting, it’s worthy of interest
in a different way because the way you’ve been
thinking might have been the way you just slipped
into one Friday when you were willing to settle for
a hand-me-down, something you had in the fridge.
And you get shown up. You get caught out. And
you think, oh, yes, I’d better take that back then. So
there’s all kinds of things happening. The reciprocity
is continuous.
ON WRITING: But it’s still your choice to say yes,

that’s better than what I intended.
STOPPARD: On the very simplest level the theater

ON WRITING: In film it’s the director, right?

culture we have is that you don’t change what we
on writing | 

write without our permission. And you don’t need
me to tell you that is not the culture of film. I had
a great time working on a movie before I went
into a rehearsal with a play which I’ve now got in
London. And the other day in New York I met a
very nice young man who was the seventh writer
on this movie.
BRICKMAN: Where were you, sequentially, in the

seven?

in a joke which was anachronistic that the wife
one day should invade Poland or something.
This is a World War II joke, it’s a 1939 joke. And
it didn’t bother me because it’s not illogical that
somebody might have said something like that in
the European history of the 1840s. But I knew it.
And I am such a tart, I’ll do anything for a laugh.
But actually it doesn’t really get a laugh, so I meant
to take it out yesterday and I never got around to
it. I’ll probably do it next week. And I like the idea
that’s what theater is like.

STOPPARD: There had been a script of some

previous incarnation, which I read. But I was
the first guy starting again. I think the second
guy then started again again, and so on. And at
some stage, when I think they’d had five and a half
writers, the director showed me the script again
and like in homeopathy, I could see my molecule
in some way in there. So anyway, look, in theater,
people don’t quite factor in that you’re working with
friends a lot of the time, so it’s not quite right to
think of it as a place where there are certain rules
of the game and you’ll stick by them. It’s much
more to do with being with your friends and trying
to do something which feels right, and mostly it
stays with the text. I personally change the text in
small ways right through the rehearsal period. I just
consider that to be one more chance to have a go.
ON WRITING: And in fact, you talked about

Salvage, Part III of Utopia, which has already been
performed in London, you’re possibly changing
the text for the New York production.
STOPPARD: To me Utopia is now quite adrift from

what they performed in London. An audience
which saw the play in London and saw it in New
York may not realize I’ve done anything. But I’ve
done a lot. And I don’t mean cuts. I mean adding
as well, moving things around. There’s no cutoff
point for this. When I was writing Shipwreck,
there’s a German couple, the Herweghs—he’s
got a very forceful wife who idolizes him. And
at one point I sort of just cheated, really. I put

10 | on writing

ON WRITING: Marshall, is that your thinking

about Jersey Boys? Is it that changeable? And also
I’m curious, what was your relationship with the
director?
BRICKMAN: Jersey Boys is by no means, nor does it

pretend to be, anything profound, anything other
than a ripping good yarn with some really neat
music. And something you never see in credits,
it’s not only based on a true story but it’s based
on a good story. It’s Shakespearean, not to make
a ridiculous comparison, all I mean is that it has
jealousy and envy and betrayal and revenge—and
humor. Don’t forget the humor. The play will
change slightly depending on the dynamics of the
actors who play the four parts but, with any luck,
it’s not going to change significantly from one
production to the next. It’s a bit of a machine. And
it’s codified in the stage manager’s prompt book,
which looks more like the manual for the Space
Shuttle than a play script. It’s three inches thick
and in 12 colors and has all the cues: lighting,
elevators, sound, entrances, exits—the complete
manual for putting on the show, anywhere.
STOPPARD: Did you attend all the rehearsals?
BRICKMAN: Not all of them, but some. Enough to

protect the dialogue.
ON WRITING: How did you work with the director

and the choreographer?

BRICKMAN: The director in this case was Des

McAnuff, who did a wonderful job. He hates
the word “staging.” He says, “I’m not a stager.”
And he’s not. He had some very interesting and
insightful ideas about how to structure the piece;
he made significant contributions to that, in
addition to his, uh, staging, which was brilliant
in and of itself. There was a certain amount of
diplomacy and negotiation having to do with the
fact that we were dealing with living characters,
and many of these characters had friends who
were still alive and had old girlfriends. And there
were people in their past with gun permits, and
other people with guns without permits, and all
kinds of complications that are extraordinary to
the text itself. We sorted that all out and then Des
essentially took over like a general. He is very
organized and he got this thing up and running
in record time, and he’s very impatient, which I
like. He likes to see things happening on stage.
And coming as I do from film, early on in the
collaboration with my co-author Rick [Elice] I
would say, “Then we’ll cut to….” and I had to be
reminded that you don’t cut to anything on stage,
really. Although you can, kind of, with facile lighting and staging, but it’s not really the same. I was
going to ask Tom what his situation was during
the rehearsal period, from the first reading right
through to getting it up to the tech in terms of his
contact with the actors. Is there a protocol involved
in there? What is it?
STOPPARD: The whole thing of interrupting is

quite tricky. I used to have a director in England
where we were a double act, almost, and now I
kind of sit more quietly in the corner. And you
literally, politely, intervene if you think you can
be helpful. It’s that simple. There are things you
know about your own page that nobody else knows
yet. And you can save them a lot of time. They
could spend 45 minutes figuring out, what does
she mean by that? Does she mean this or does she
mean that? Well, it’s ridiculous for the author to
be sitting there and let them think about it for 45

minutes. You can say, “When I wrote it she meant
that.” And on we go. And we’ve saved 45 minutes.
So you can see the situation. But you have to
develop a sense of proprietary appropriateness
as well. I love being part of things, and my fault
is that I stick my oar in too early because I just
like being part of it for a moment. I put in things
which could just as well wait. Let them get to the
end and we’ll be back here tomorrow or next week,
and they’re not ready anyway. But I can’t help it. I
like to get my spoon in the stew. But sometimes
it’s not too early, it’s too late. And this is for me the
trickiest thing of all, that if I’m behaving well there
never seems to be a moment where it’s exactly
right to intervene. It’s like trying to watch the light
in the fridge go out, the kind of middle moment.
ON WRITING: You’ve both directed films. Tom,

you directed an adaptation of your play, Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern Are Dead. And Marshall, you’ve
directed a number of films. Is that true when
you’re directing as well?
BRICKMAN: The big difference is that the actor’s

internal, unseen motivation doesn’t really count
for as much in film as it does in theater, because
the actors have to come up with it all the time—
ON WRITING: In theater?
BRICKMAN: In theater. In film you get it once and

then you’ve got it for all time. So you can use any
amount of conveniences and wiles and trickery to
get what you want, or put more delicately, to help
the actor give you what is required by the text. In
live theater, if they’re going to be able to get the
energy and focus to make it convincing night after
night, there has to be something a little deeper, a
source for the energy and emotion.
STOPPARD: And this is the other thing. I’m not

good at that, because I know what noise the play
should make at every moment, or I think I do.
And I think, if I tell him the noise he’ll figure
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out how to get there. But what Jack O’Brien, or
any good director does, he doesn’t mention that
the noise is right or wrong or what it should be
or shouldn’t be. If he wants the actor to produce a
certain moment, noise, effect, whatever you like, he
always gives the actor something which isn’t actually
about that moment, or if it is, it’s actually about what
the character might be feeling at that moment. And
lo and behold, the guy says, okay, yeah, I get it, and
he does it again and he makes my noise. It’s like a
miracle to me. Whereas I keep saying no, no, can
you just go up on the last syllable….
BRICKMAN: Yes, hit that word a little more.
STOPPARD: Yeah. So, you’re right. I did direct a

film. I also directed a play once, in both cases my
own writing. I couldn’t do anything else. I’m not
a director and don’t think of myself as a director.
You can only be a director if you can do other
people’s work, in my opinion. And I think that were
I directing my own play, it would be brittle because
I would be nagging them to make the right noise
all the time instead of have the right thought.
BRICKMAN: The writer tends to be result-oriented,

because you want to hear them do it the way you’ve
heard it in your head.
STOPPARD: Yes.
BRICKMAN: And you’ll do anything to get them to

do it, but you have to have more patience, I think,
than a writer would, oddly enough.

when you have the little problem of the line or
the scene and you solve it. There’s such a great
feeling of triumph and relief. And you get addicted
to that feeling.
STOPPARD: I understand what you’re saying, yeah.
BRICKMAN: And you feel that you’re using

whatever it is that you’ve got.
STOPPARD: And also, being on a film set is public,

which the actual writing isn’t. If you’re on a film
set as a writer and there’s a problem and you just
move two words around and suddenly there’s no
problem, there’s all these people saying, oh, that’s
what he does, isn’t that great. They don’t know how
to do that.
BRICKMAN: You have to remind yourself

sometimes in this environment of competitive
hysteria and grabbing for credits that none of it
happens without the script. My father used to
say the best work is done by individuals working
alone at night. The other thing we’re not talking
about—which has to do with the author’s ego
or his narcissism or, if you’re being generous,
his sense of community—is that sound you hear
in the back of the theater sometimes when the
thing is working. I know this will make me sound
like a New Age tree hugger, but for the first few
months, when Jersey Boys was still kind of fresh, if
I was feeling lousy I would go down to the theater
and stand in back and listen to the play and the
audience’s reaction to it, and I would feel better.
Physically. Sue me.

STOPPARD: You enjoyed directing, though?
ON WRITING: Do you ever get that from sitting in a
BRICKMAN: I was going to say I like holding

my hand out and having someone put a cup
of coffee into it. I once saw somebody do that,
an actress on a big movie I had written. She
had this endless staff of acolytes who watched
her constantly, and she held out her hand and
somebody put a lit cigarette into it and I thought,
wow, that’s Hollywood. But yes, I do enjoy working
with people I like and solving those little problems.
That’s how they get you as a writer to begin with,
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theater watching an audience watch your movie?
BRICKMAN: No. I don’t go to watch audiences

watch my movies, because it’s too painful.
ON WRITING: Why?
BRICKMAN: I don’t know. I just don’t like them: it’s

too long, get on with it, stupid, wrong angle…. The
usual post-mortem anxiety.

STOPPARD: I think David Lean said that the

BRICKMAN: It started with advertising probably.

hardest thing is knowing how fast the actors
should speak, because you’re stuck. You can’t
change your mind.

Words start to mean something off center of what
they originally meant and gradually they get to
a point where they mean the opposite. Small is
large, large is economy and giant is “family size.”
So how big is it, really?

BRICKMAN: Psychological time is so much more

accelerated when you have 600 or 1,000 people in
the room. Something really happens. A second
takes so much longer. It’s like a second on Jupiter.
Lean also said you have to always remember that
the film is going through the projector at 90 feet
a minute, which is another way of saying get on
with it.
STOPPARD: I find this thing of time is interesting to

me, because if I walk into a play, my own play, after
it started and I think, oh, I’ll just go and watch this
for a while, if I haven’t been there at the beginning,
it seems interminable. And I think, what’s going on
tonight? Why are they all speaking so slowly? Get
on with it. And if you’re there at the top, it’s okay.
BRICKMAN: Because you’re not in it somehow.

Yeah. Timing.
ON WRITING: I want to bring up something

you’ve both written about. The Writers Guild,
East has an award that Marshall won last year
called the Ian McLellan Hunter Award for
Lifetime Achievement in Writing. And in his
acceptance speech, Marshall talked about
language—which Tom also talks about; I’ve
found a number of references in Rock ‘n’ Roll
and in Travesties about language. What Marshall
said is, “What’s happening is that the language,
our common language is being dismantled,
deconstructed and turned upside down and
inside out. And as writers and authors we
should especially be troubled with people
tampering with the tools of our trade.”

ON WRITING: Tom, in Rock ‘n’ Roll you have a

character say, “We have to begin again with the
ordinary meaning of words. Giving new meaning
to words is how systems lie to themselves, beginning with the words themselves—‘socialism,’
‘democracy.’ And ‘invasion’ becomes ‘fraternal
assistance,’ and a ‘parasite’ could be someone
who is unemployed, and punished again for being
unemployed.”
BRICKMAN: It’s a kind of inflation as applied to

language.
STOPPARD: I think that’s absolutely right. It’s the

corruption of language. It’s a form of inflation. It’s
a phrase I’ve used many times myself about that
very subject. I just want to slip in my tuppenceworth. I wrote to the editor of, I think it was the
Times in London three, four years ago—because
this spear would go through my body when I saw
“who” for “whom” in the text of a piece. And one
day I saw it in a big headline. So I wrote to this
guy whom I slightly knew, and I said, “Is this
what the Times has decided, that ‘who’ for ‘whom’
is okay?” And he wrote back and said, “No, it
slipped past. Thanks for pointing it out.” But I’ve
given up now. “Who” for “whom” is an epidemic.
And nobody even pretends there’s a usefulness in
that distinction. In a way I discount advertising,
which has almost become a language of its own. I
also discount informal prose when in fact you’re
writing conversation. I use “who” for “whom” in
a given sentence in the middle of a conversation,
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because there’s something unnecessary and
pedantic about the particular at the time you’re
just having an informal, idiomatic conversation.
But in a headline in the Times, I just feel that is
corrupting.

but generally speaking, we don’t have any shame
about using shopworn phrases in a conversation.
So it doesn’t apply. I don’t have to think about an
audience which cares about language.
ON WRITING: Why?

BRICKMAN: Can I make a suggestion as to

the source of your anger? I’m only speaking
personally—but I’m including you—that it makes
you feel somewhat alienated from your audience,
that the audience is willing to accept that there’s
no distinction. No?
STOPPARD: You’ve put your finger on something

really interesting, and I was going to say
something about it earlier. Dialogue is not the
writer’s voice. It’s the character’s voice, and it’s
naturalistic, usually. So things like cliché and
syntax don’t have the same place in the writing
which I do for a living 90 percent of my time. Martin
Amis titled his collection of essays The War Against
Cliché. As an author of novels, he, I guess, feels it’s
a personal failure if he’s nodding and some threadbare phrase is there in the middle of a paragraph
describing the weather or whatever it is.

STOPPARD: What I mean is, that’s not part of what

I do. The audience has to care about language
in other ways. They have to like it when you do
the other thing, which is invent a phrase which
communicates wittily and is nice. They’ve got to be
there for that. But funnily enough—I remember
being at this point in a conversation before, so I’m
just going a bit carefully—in some strange way the
audience is capable of receiving what they cannot
themselves articulate. They haven’t been robbed of
that recognition.
BRICKMAN: So you can be a little ahead of the

audience. It’s just a choice. I think what you were
saying before is, how much ahead do you want to be?
ON WRITING: One of the things that’s interesting

to me about your work, Tom, is there’s a lot you
don’t explain to the audience.

ON WRITING: Nodding?
STOPPARD: But that’s a tactic. We have a skill.
BRICKMAN: Not alert.
STOPPARD: He nods off. And someone could look

at a page of my play—my play which he just saw
and admired—it would be stiff with clichés, and
stiff with familiar phrases, formulations. I like
them, and also they are extremely useful because
they communicate something instantly in the best
economic way. You know exactly what somebody
means because you’ve heard it a million times. It’s
inoffensive in a play. If the character is the professor
of ancient history at Oxford or something, maybe,
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This is part of what that skill comprises. A sentence
moves towards an audience, and there’s a certain
point where the audience comes exactly the right
distance forward to get it. And if you miss that
point, if they have to stretch too far, they’ve lost
the edge of it. You lose the edge of their response.
If you don’t push it far enough, they haven’t quite
understood it. This pivot has only one position,
and it’s different for every sentence you write.
ON WRITING: Well, for instance, in Utopia,

it would be easy enough to explain who the

characters are by having one say to the other, “Who
is that guy? What did he do?” You could very easily
introduce with exposition why somebody is important or who somebody is by having a character in
there who doesn’t know and needs to find out.

ON WRITING: What’s the line?
STOPPARD: It’s a reference to Vivaldi’s “Four

Seasons.”
BRICKMAN: The group comes to the producer and

STOPPARD: Well that’s 101, isn’t it? Isn’t that what

you’re saying?

they say, “We have a new name. The Four Seasons.
Do you like it?” He says, “I love it. So did Vivaldi.”

BRICKMAN: He made the choice to write this play

ON WRITING: I have one more question. I read all

about those characters who were articulate and
educated, and so he can give them dialogue that
has dependent clauses, the way people spoke in
that period of time. He’s not writing a Clifford
Odets play where the characters are comparatively
inarticulate, and some of the tension, and the
artistry, comes from the characters’ struggle to
express themselves.

what we write with that in mind.

three of the Utopia plays and then I read Travesties.
And I felt very at home reading Travesties after
having read all of Utopia, it’s a lot of the same
conversations. And one of the conversations is,
what is the role of the artist in this question of
social change—not just the intelligentsia but
the artist. In Utopia Turgenev talks about being
criticized because he just writes good literature.
And at the same time, in your introduction to one
of your collections of plays, you also say that the
primary role of all this is entertainment.

BRICKMAN: I like to have one character that’s me,

STOPPARD: I didn’t say that. I said a recreation.

STOPPARD: And how could I? I think we choose

that can speak the way I speak, because I need to
have that connection to the audience, you know?
Even in Jersey Boys, one of the characters can
reference T.S. Eliot and Vivaldi and so on, and
it’s something you throw in for yourself and your
friends, but also because it gives you a sense of
connection somehow. Because the other characters
are un-self-aware and the language is much more
constrained and limited.

ON WRITING: Yes, I’m sorry, you’re talking about

After Magritte and you say, “A friendly critic described
[The Real Inspector] Hound as being as useful as an
ivory Mickey Mouse. After Magritte is maybe slightly
less useful than that. …The ‘role of the theater’ is
much debated (by almost nobody, of course), but the
thing defines itself in practice first and foremost as a
recreation. This seems satisfactory.”

STOPPARD: I was interested by the Vivaldi reference,

BRICKMAN: Yes, but in the original meaning of

actually. What’s been your experience with it?

the word.

BRICKMAN: Well, it gets a laugh.

STOPPARD: To recreate yourself. You know,

STOPPARD: Yeah, when I was there, too.
BRICKMAN: Maybe it’s just the way it’s inflected, I

don’t know. It’s clearly intended as a joke. The guy
who says it is the producer, Bob Crewe, and I sort
of drew him as someone who might like classical
music, as a guy whose world included but was not
limited to the world of the four other guys.

Oedipus Rex can be a recreation in a certain mood
on a Friday evening. I’m not saying that it means
it has to be light or funny or anything. I just
mean that you don’t go there like you might go to
a public library to look something up or to learn. I
really just want people to have a good night out in
whatever way, whatever that means to them. I don’t
see the point otherwise. I just don’t see the point.
ON WRITING: Is this something you think about?
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STOPPARD: Not as much as you’d think I should.

STOPPARD: But from the outside, this socializing

I don’t think about it very much. You know, when
you’re writing, the problem is actually the next
line. It’s not really one about thesis.

influence is paramount. It’s what theater is for.

BRICKMAN: I think there are two things that

happen without your intending to, if it works. One
is the sense of the audience coming together as
an organism, as a socialized organism, which is a
good thing.
STOPPARD: Yes.
BRICKMAN: Through laughter, or through pity,

or fear. The other is a hope that you get people to
listen to the language in a precise way and there’s
a respect for that precision, and the power of the
language. And mixed up in there is the therapeutic
aspect of the whole enterprise, the writer trying
to express himself or make things come out right
on paper that never come out right in real life. So
some attention is paid to the specific meaning
of words and how ideas can be expressed in an
elegant and meaningful way. And the socializing
experience, which is somehow related, if only
distantly, to a religious experience.
STOPPARD: Because having a story does that to a

group of people. It unites them, the listeners.
BRICKMAN: And despite all of the protestations

to the contrary, all the electronic developments
have done is to fragment this society rather than
to bring it together, I think. It’s isolating, mostly,
what’s happened. Television takes people from
larger groups into smaller groups in the house in
front of the TV set.
STOPPARD: I think it has.
BRICKMAN: And then one step further, people

alone in front of their computers. And I’ve
always thought that the terminal is not the thing
you’re looking at, but it’s you, yourself. You’re the
last step in that process. And that’s thoroughly
isolating.
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BRICKMAN: The weirdest thing that I’ve read lately

is the new iPod has the ability to have movies on
demand as though that’s what’s desirable. That’s the
opposite of what you want. What you want is to get
people in theaters. You want groups of strangers to
commune with each other. Otherwise, civilization
is going into the toilet. In my humble opinion.
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Below is Marshall Brickman’s acceptance speech when he was given the Ian McLellan Hunter Award
for Lifetime Achievement in Writing by the Writers Guild of America, East in 2006.

Robert Benchley once wrote a New Yorker piece, probably 70 years ago, entitled Why we
laugh—or do we?
I always thought there should be a companion piece entitled Why we write—or do we?
Many of us do write, and for a variety of reasons—for money, of course, for revenge, to
make things come out the way we want them to but never do in real life, for its therapeutic value, for the pleasure of connecting with an audience….
But most of us here know the real reason for writing, which is to get on the health plan. I
believe the WGA health plan to be one of the great triumphs of Western civilization along
with the Talmud, Magna Carta, the American Constitution and, of course, Ray Romano’s
last contract with CBS.
And that’s why those of us in this room have it all over losers like Shakespeare and
Sophocles and Molière and Jane Austen, because when they got sick, they essentially
died. But when we get sick, we check into the Klingenstein Pavilion for as long as it
takes, and that is a beautiful thing.
I was in fact at Mount Sinai when the call came from the Guild telling me of this award. I
had just had elbow surgery—one of the benefits of 20 years of using a Microsoft mouse—
and in my post-operative swoon I thought, as most people would, wait a minute, I’m just
getting started And the truth is, even after decades of thinking about it, I’m only now
getting an inkling about structure, rhythm, architecture, dialogue, what to leave out, how
much of the author’s voice do you want to have in a piece and so on—those things that
can’t really be taught, but must be learned.
I recalled, as though yesterday, my first job, which was an assignment to write a TV pilot.
And it was a great day, I could call my parents and tell them that for the first time I was
actually getting money to do what I loved and that they were wrong about medical school.
I imagined my life as a writer: up late, read the papers, some work on the play, then lunch
at my club with Algernon…. And my agent at the William Morris office, who had given
some considerable thought to career management, put his arm around me and said,
“Kid, if this pilot goes, you’ll never have to write another word in your life.”
I should say in his defense, he did give me a rather wonderful piece of advice which I’ll
pass along. He said, “Kid, whatever you write, be clear. Never confuse fantasy and realty.”
Words to live by.
(there followed a short reel of film clips)
You may remember back in the ’60s when 20th Century Fox had to sell off its back lot
to raise money to finish a turkey which was known as the Elizabeth Taylor Cleopatra.
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They confused fantasy and realty. They tried to turn their realty into fantasy so they could
eventually buy more realty—and wound up being owned by an Armenian.
I was looking through some of the old films while putting together that audition reel we
just saw and found myself practically weeping with nostalgia for the good old days at
United Artists, where I started with Woody. These were, for studio executives, unusual
guys. They always used to tell us, “We’re not artists, we’re just bankers. You’re the artists.”
Weird, huh?
At UA, how it worked was, you wrote your script—on spec, and that was the trick—and
Arthur Krim and his team would read it and if they liked it, they figured out what the
budget should be, how much money you actually needed to make the movie—and then
they’d give you a lot less because that built character. Then they’d say, “Okay, go ahead,
make your movie. Invite us to the premiere.”
The idea of a studio executive giving a filmmaker notes on character arcs, whammies,
what needs to happen on page 67, demographic considerations, likeability factors and all
that post-Katzenberg mishegoss—all that was unthinkable and unimaginable.
So things have changed, even in my short span in the business. But the changes are
more subtle and aren’t limited to the business.
What’s happening is that the language, our common language, is being dismantled,
deconstructed and turned upside down and inside out—and as writers and authors, we
should be especially troubled with people tampering with the tools of our trade.
If George Orwell were alive today—22 years after 1984—and was in his room (at the
Chelsea Hotel, I feel) watching CNN or Fox News, or even reading the paper, I think he
would be very confused. Because what he wrote in 1940 about Russia and what we now
call the “Soviet experiment” seems very familiar to us today, ironically, in a country that is
supposed to represent the opposite of the Soviet experiment.
It’s hard to know how it happened. It probably started innocently with hyperbole in advertising in which the size labeled “large” was in fact the smallest size and the really large
size was called the “economy size,” so large meant small and you never knew exactly
what to ask for. And then television sitcoms and stand-up comedy developed this kind of
deconstructive, ironic approach in which something became funny because it wasn’t
really funny. Letterman is a kind of genius at that. And I’m probably crazy, but I think
that the politicians intuited our willingness to accept these weird contradictions in the
language as some kind of opening and ran through it—and now we’ve got a real
problem. Don’t get me wrong, I love Letterman. But he’s not writing the laws. He’s not
on the Supreme Court. Although they probably could do worse.
I don’t think we are yet at the stage in which we are being told—and believe—that up is
down, black is white, love is hate and war is peace, but I do wonder what it will be like for
the next generation to have been raised in an environment in which an idea or an event
can be either itself or its opposite.
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Just to take a phrase at random: “Mission accomplished.” When “mission accomplished”
turns out to really mean “mission not accomplished,” or “We’re going to stay the course,”
turns out to mean, “We actually have no idea what the fuck we’re doing,” I start to worry about
my kids and their kids and your kids trying to figure out what’s true, what’s really happening—in other words, how to tell the difference between fantasy and realty.
So it turns out there’s another reason to write. It’s not for money or for revenge or to get
on the health plan, lovely as it is, but to keep them—and you know who they are—from
hijacking the language, and therefore the laws, and tinkering with them; in Garson Kanin’s
phrase, to try and make the system pay off like a slot machine.
Because in fact, it’s all about the language. And I don’t mean TV or radio or movies or
theater, I mean everything. Whether you’re asking your girlfriend to marry you or ordering a chicken sandwich or declaring war, people have to know what you’re talking about.
There’s an old joke: a man comes into the deli and asks the waiter for a chicken sandwich.
The waiter says, “Sorry, we’re out of chicken.” So the guy says, “OK, make it a turkey
sandwich,” and the waiter says, “Mister, if we had turkey we’d have chicken.” If the day
ever comes when a chicken sandwich can also mean a turkey sandwich then we, as a
civilization, are over.
Sam Goldwyn is reputed to have said a lot of things, some of which he may have actually
said. One of them was, “Give me three writers and I’ll write it myself.” Goldwyn was no
dummy. He knew that if you wanna write, you gotta have a writer.
And so it redounds to us, the writers, those who work alone at night, to keep things
honest, to be sure that the words are used to clarify, not to obfuscate; to enlighten and not
to intimidate.
Ian McLellan Hunter, for whom this award is named, fought the good fight and was
rewarded by being blacklisted—another remnant of the good old days—a horror from
which he emerged, probably not unscathed, but he did emerge, which is cause for hope.
And now it seems that they’re watching and listening and making notes…. And we can’t
let it happen again. As the Japanese said about Nagasaki, “Once is funny.”
Because the next time it happens will make the first time look like a garden party, and it
won’t just be writers and actors who get on the list. It’ll be your aunt. It’ll be everybody.
Therefore, in the memory of Ian Hunter, I accept this award in the true and certain hope
that we shall prevail and that the day will come when we shall all learn to love and understand, not only each other, but the proper use of the possessive apostrophe.
Thank you.
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The following are excerpts from Utopia that illustrate changes from the
London production to the one in New York. Tom Stoppard introduces each excerpt.

The New York text differed from the London text both by addition and subtraction. I wanted to
make the plays swifter and, although I cut no scenes, the net effect was that in New York each play
was about 15 minutes shorter. The examples shown here (from Voyage) are fairly typical of how I
clipped and trimmed, and also added information to help the audience with the plot (page 28).
(Even more typically—of me—I did this work just a few days before we went into rehearsal, having
had four years to do it in.) I doubt that anyone seeing the plays in both cities would have been
aware of the cuts, except perhaps in the sense of the play being a little swifter overall.
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The Salvage example, by contrast, shows the end of one scene which became a whole
page longer. This grew out of a feeling that I had been less than fair to the character of Bakunin.
I think Herzen (in life) regarded Bakunin with a degree of condescension, and the play as I’d
written it adopted Herzen’s perspective; he treated Bakunin as a bit of a joke, and Bakunin
never turned round and bit him. I wanted Bakunin, for once, to have the
best of the argument. So I redid the scene and gave Bakunin his “moment.”
Again typically, I couldn’t get the end of the scene right until we were close
to previewing. I took the job away with me as homework over a weekend
but in the end kept Ethan [Hawke] and Brían [O’Byrne] waiting for nine days.
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The Back Page
by Patricia Marx

A NOTE ON THE TYPE
The text of this book was set in Wrunk-Targhool, a font designed
by Radaker Targhool, widely renowned in the 14th century as the
tongueless monk. This rarely used graphic style is recognized
for the distinctive halos that hover above certain marks of punctuation
and for the petite figures of Jesus on the lowercase t’ s. The liberal use
of serifs, frequently unattached to letters, numbers or symbols, gives the
font a charming quality that some art historians believe to be the inspiration
behind Marc Chagall’s mid-period stained glass. This effect is enhanced
by the gramigna curlicues that ofttimes extend gracefully across several
pages and other times joyfully interweave themselves through the copy.
Unlike modern fonts, Wrunk-Targhool favors hextuple spacing and does
away with the upper-case M, R, A, and B. Instead of the prosaic dot typically
seen above the lower-case i, one finds a delicately drawn daisy. What one
will not find on either the top or bottom of each page are numerals of any
kind. These are instead efficiently aggregated in a clump on the dust jacket.
The story of Wrunk-Targhool began in 1358 when Radaker Targhool issued
the illuminated manuscript Doesn’t This Thing On My Big Toe Look Funny
To You? Here, we see the first instance of consonants being bent downward
to show respect for our Lord, still a signature of the font. Although modern
critics consider Targhool’s disquisition to be a masterpiece, the tongueless
monk failed in his enterprise to acquire even a single commission in his
day. Radaker Targhool’s malady went untreated and thus, he succumbed
to death from complications (without, of course, comment).
After Radaker Targhool’s passing, Baptiste Cano, the Corpulent Acolyte,
refined the font, adding squiggly-looking iconicons to the alphabet to
represent the sounds of, respectively, a sneeze, a hiccup and the scraping
on the ground of a small length of early iron. Despite popular belief, it was
Baptiste Cano, not Johann Gutenberg, who first conceived the notion
of a machine that could print multiple copies of transcription. At that time,
most written matter was sewn into tapestries, which made it cumbersome
for one to read in bed. While endeavoring to fulfill a last-minute holiday
Bible order, Baptiste Cano, using a prototypical cheese press,
was fatally melted in a tragic Gorgonzola event.
The contribution of the Danish trapeze artist Robbie Wrunk to the
development of the font that bears his name is still a mystery.
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